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ALL SOLID TUMORS, NON-HODGKIN LYMPHOMAS & HISTIOCYTIC DISORDERS

APEC1621

Pediatric MATCH: Targeted
Therapy Directed by Genetic
Testing in Treating Pediatric
Patients With Relapsed or
Refractory Advanced Solid
Tumors, Non-Hodgkin
Lymphomas, or Histiocytic
Disorders

This screening and multi-sub-study phase II trial studies how well
treatment that is directed by genetic testing works in pediatric
patients with solid tumors, non-Hodgkin lymphomas, or histiocytic
disorders that have progressed following at least one line of standard
systemic therapy and/or for which no standard treatment exists that https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
has been shown to prolong survival. Genetic tests look at the unique w/NCT03155620?term=pediatri
genetic material (genes) of patients' tumor cells. Patients with
c+MATCH&draw=1&rank=1
genetic changes or abnormalities (mutations) may benefit more from
treatment which targets their tumor's particular genetic mutation,
and may help doctors plan better treatment for patients with solid
tumors or non-Hodgkin lymphomas.

ACUTE LYMPHOBLASTIC LEUKEMIA

AALL1521

This is a nonrandomized study of ruxolitinib in combination with a
standard multi-agent chemotherapy regimen for the treatment of BA Phase 2 Study of Ruxolitinib
cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Part 1 of the study will optimize https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
With Chemotherapy in Children
the dose of study drug (ruxolitinib) in combination with the
w/NCT02723994?term=AALl152
With Acute Lymphoblastic
chemotherapy regimen. Part 2 will evaluate the efficacy of
1&rank=1
Leukemia
combination chemotherapy and ruxolitinib at the recommended
dose determined in Part 1.

AALL1621

Inotuzumab Ozogamicin in
Treating Younger Patients With
Relapsed or Refractory CD22
Positive B Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia

This phase II trial studies how well inotuzumab ozogamicin works in
treating younger patients with CD22 positive B acute lymphoblastic
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
leukemia that has come back or does not respond to treatment.
w/NCT02981628?term=aall162
Immunotoxins, such as inotuzumab ozogamicin, are antibodies linked
1&rank=1
to a toxic substance and may help find cancer cells that express CD22
and kill them without harming normal cells.

Imatinib Mesylate and
Combination Chemotherapy in
Treating Patients With Newly
Diagnosed Philadelphia
Chromosome Positive Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia

This randomized phase III trial studies how well imatinib mesylate
and combination chemotherapy work in treating patients with newly
diagnosed Philadelphia chromosome positive acute lymphoblastic
leukemia. Imatinib mesylate may stop the growth of cancer cells by
blocking some of the enzymes needed for cell growth. Drugs used in https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
chemotherapy, work in different ways to stop the growth of cancer w/NCT03007147?term=aall163
cells, either by killing the cells, by stopping them from dividing, or by 1&rank=1
stopping them from spreading. Giving imatinib mesylate and
combination chemotherapy may work better in treating patients
with Philadelphia chromosome positive acute lymphoblastic
leukemia.

AALL1631

AALL1731

A Study to Determine the
Outcomes of Patients With
Localized B Cell Lymphoblastic
Lymphoma (B-LLy) When
Treated With Standard Risk BALL Therapy

This phase III trial studies how well blinatumomab works in
combination with chemotherapy in treating patients with newly
diagnosed, standard risk B-lymphoblastic leukemia or Blymphoblastic lymphoma with or without Down syndrome.
Monoclonal antibodies, such as blinatumomab, may induce changes
in the body's immune system and may interfere with the ability of
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
cancer cells to grow and spread. Giving blinatumomab and
w/NCT03914625?term=aall173
combination chemotherapy may work better than combination
1&draw=2&rank=1
chemotherapy alone in treating patients with B-ALL. This trial also
assigns patients into different chemotherapy treatment regimens
based on risk (the chance of cancer returning after treatment).
Treating patients with chemotherapy based on risk may help doctors
decide which patients can best benefit from which chemotherapy
treatment regimens.

AALL1732

The overall goal of this study is to understand if adding inotuzumab
ozogamicin to standard of care chemotherapy maintains or improves
outcomes in High Risk B-cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (HR BALL). The first part of the study includes the first two phases of
therapy: Induction and Consolidation. This part will collect
information on the leukemia, as well as the effects of the initial
treatment, in order to classify patients into post-consolidation
treatment groups. On the second part of this study, patients will
Inotuzumab Ozogamicin and
receive the remainder of the chemotherapy cycles (interim
Post-Induction Chemotherapy in
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
maintenance I, delayed intensification, interim maintenance II,
Treating Patients With High-Risk
w/NCT03959085?term=aall173
maintenance), with some patients randomized to receive
B-ALL, Mixed Phenotype Acute
2&draw=2&rank=1
inotuzumab. Other aims of this study include investigating whether
Leukemia, and B-LLy
treating both males and females with the same duration of
chemotherapy maintains outcomes for males who have previously
been treated for an additional year compared to girls, as well as to
evaluate the best ways to help patients adhere to oral chemotherapy
regimens. Finally, this study will be the first to track the outcomes of
subjects with disseminated B-cell Lymphoblastic Leukemia (B LLy) or
Mixed Phenotype Acute Leukemia (MPAL) when treated with B-ALL
chemotherapy.

AALL1821

This phase II trial studies the effect of nivolumab in combination with
blinatumomab compared to blinatumomab alone in treating patients
with B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALL) that has come back
(relapsed). Down syndrome patients with relapsed B-ALL are
A Study to Compare
included in this study. Blinatumomab is an antibody, which is a
Blinatumomab Alone to
protein that identifies and targets specific molecules in the body.
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Blinatumomab With Nivolumab
Blinatumomab searches for and attaches itself to the cancer cell.
w/NCT04546399?term=AALL18
in Patients Diagnosed With First
Once attached, an immune response occurs which may kill the
21&draw=2&rank=1
Relapse B-Cell Acute
cancer cell. Nivolumab is a medicine that may boost a patient's
Lymphoblastic Leukemia (B-ALL)
immune system. Giving nivolumab in combination with
blinatumomab may cause the cancer to stop growing for a period of
time, and for some patients, it may lessen the symptoms, such as
pain, that are caused by the cancer.

AALL1931
(JZP458201)

This is an open-label, multicenter, dose confirmation, and PK study of
An Open-Label Study of JZP-458 JZP-458 in patients (of any age) with ALL/LBL who are hypersensitive
(RC-P) in Patients With Acute
to E. coli-derived asparaginases (allergic reaction or silent
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Lymphoblastic Leukemia
inactivation). This study is designed to assess the tolerability and
w/NCT04145531?term=aall193
(ALL)/Lymphoblastic Lymphoma efficacy of JZP-458 (only in patients who develop hypersensitivity to 1&draw=2&rank=1
(LBL)
an E. coli-derived asparaginase), as measured by asparaginase
activity.

ACUTE MYELOID LEUKEMIA

AAML1531

AAML1831

Response-Based Chemotherapy
in Treating Newly Diagnosed
This phase III trial studies response-based chemotherapy in treating
Acute Myeloid Leukemia or
newly diagnosed acute myeloid leukemia or myelodysplastic
Myelodysplastic Syndrome in
syndrome in younger patients with Down syndrome.
Younger Patients With Down
Syndrome
This phase III trial compares standard chemotherapy to therapy with
A Study to Compare Standard
CPX-351 and/or gilteritinib for patients with newly diagnosed acute
Chemotherapy to Therapy With myeloid leukemia with or without FLT3 mutations. Drugs used in
CPX-351 and/or Gilteritinib for chemotherapy, such as daunorubicin, cytarabine, and gemtuzumab
Patients With Newly Diagnosed ozogamicin, work in different ways to stop the growth of cancer cells,
AML With or Without FLT3
either by killing the cells, by stopping them from dividing, or by
Mutations
stopping them from spreading. CPX-351 is made up of daunorubicin
and cytarabine and is made in a way that makes the drugs stay in the

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
w/NCT02521493?term=aaml15
31&rank=1

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
w/NCT04293562?term=aaml18
31&draw=2&rank=1

HODGKIN'S LYMPHOMA

SWOG
S1826

Immunotherapy (Nivolumab or
Brentuximab Vedotin) Plus
Combination Chemotherapy in
Treating Patients With Newly
Diagnosed Stage III-IV Classic
Hodgkin Lymphoma

This phase III trial compares immunotherapy drugs (nivolumab or
brentuximab vedotin) when given with combination chemotherapy in
treating patients with newly diagnosed stage III or IV classic Hodgkin
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
lymphoma. Immunotherapy with monoclonal antibodies, such as
w/NCT03907488?term=s1826&
nivolumab, may help the body's immune system attack the cancer,
draw=2&rank=1
and may interfere with the ability of tumor cells to grow and spread.
Brentuximab vedotin is a monoclonal antibody, brentuximab, linked
to a toxic agent called vedotin. Brentuximab attaches to cancer cells

NEUROBLASTOMA

ANBL00B1

Biomarkers in Tumor Tissue
Samples From Patients With
Newly Diagnosed
Neuroblastoma or
Ganglioneuroblastoma

This research trial studies biomarkers in tumor tissue samples from
patients with newly diagnosed neuroblastoma or angliohttps://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
neuroblastoma. Studying samples of tumor tissue from patients with w/NCT00904241?term=anbl00b
cancer in the laboratory may help doctors identify and learn more
1&rank=1
about biomarkers related to cancer.

ANBL1232

This phase III trial studies how well response and biology-based risk
factor-guided therapy works in treating younger patients with nonhigh risk neuroblastoma. Sometimes a tumor may not need
Response and Biology-Based
treatment until it progresses. In this case, observation may be
Risk Factor-Guided Therapy in
sufficient. Measuring biomarkers in tumor cells may help plan when
Treating Younger Patients With effective treatment is necessary and what the best treatment is.
Non-high Risk Neuroblastoma
Response and biology-based risk factor-guided therapy may be
effective in treating patients with non-high risk neuroblastoma and
may help to avoid some of the risks and side effects related to
standard treatment.

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
w/NCT02176967?term=anbl123
2&rank=1

ANBL1531

This partially randomized phase III trial studies iobenguane I-131 or
crizotinib and standard therapy in treating younger patients with
newly-diagnosed high-risk neuroblastoma or ganglioneuroblastoma.
Testing the Addition of 131IRadioactive drugs, such as iobenguane I-131, may carry radiation
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
MIBG or Crizotinib to Intensive
directly to tumor cells and not harm normal cells. Crizotinib may stop w/NCT03126916?term=anbl153
Therapy in People With High-risk
the growth of tumor cells by blocking some of the enzymes needed 1&rank=1
Neuroblastoma (NBL)
for cell growth. Giving iobenguane I-131 or crizotinib and standard
therapy may work better in treating younger patients with
neuroblastoma or ganglioneuroblastoma.

ANBL1821

Irinotecan Hydrochloride,
Temozolomide, and
Dinutuximab With or Without
Eflornithine in Treating Patients
With Relapsed or Refractory
Neuroblastoma

This phase II trial studies how well irinotecan hydrochloride,
temozolomide, and dinutuximab work with or without eflornithine in
treating patients with neuroblastoma that has come back (relapsed) https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
or that isn't responding to treatment (refractory). Giving eflornithine w/NCT03794349?term=anbl182
with irinotecan hydrochloride, temozolomide, and dinutuximab, may 1&draw=2&rank=1
work better in treating patients with relapsed or refractory
neuroblastoma.

ANBL19P1

This phase II trial studies if dinutuximab, GM-CSF, isotretinoin in
combination with irinotecan, and temozolomide (chemoimmunotherapy) can be given safely to patients with high-risk
neuroblastoma after Consolidation therapy (which usually consists of
two autologous stem cell transplants and radiation) who have not
Treatment With Dinutuximab,
experienced worsening or recurrence of their disease. Dinutuximab
Sargramostim (GM-CSF), and
represents a kind of cancer therapy called immunotherapy. Unlike
Isotretinoin in Combination With
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
chemotherapy and radiation, dinutuximab targets the cancer cells
Irinotecan and Temozolomide
w/NCT04385277?term=ANBL19
without destroying nearby healthy cells. Sargramostim helps the
After Intensive Therapy for
P1&draw=2&rank=1
body produce normal infection-fighting white blood cells. Isotretinoin
People With High-Risk
helps the neuroblastoma cells become more mature. These 3 drugs
Neuroblastoma (NBL)
(standard immunotherapy) are already given to patients with highrisk neuroblastoma after Consolidation because they have been
proven to be beneficial in this setting. Giving chemo-immunotherapy
after intensive therapy may work better in treating patients with highrisk neuroblastoma compared to standard immunotherapy.

EWING'S SARCOMA
SOFT TISSUE SARCOMA

ARST1431

This randomized phase III trial studies how well combination
chemotherapy (vincristine sulfate, dactinomycin, cyclophosphamide
alternated with vincristine sulfate and irinotecan hydrochloride)
works compared to combination chemotherapy plus temsirolimus in
treating patients with rhabdomyosarcoma (cancer that forms in the
Combination Chemotherapy
soft tissues, such as muscle), and has an intermediate chance of
With or Without Temsirolimus in coming back after treatment (intermediate risk). Drugs used in
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Treating Patients With
chemotherapy work in different ways to stop the growth of tumor
w/NCT02567435?term=arst143
Intermediate Risk
cells, either by killing the cells, by stopping them from dividing, or by 1&rank=1
Rhabdomyosarcoma
stopping them from spreading. Combination chemotherapy and
temsirolimus may stop the growth of tumor cells by blocking some of
the enzymes needed for cell growth. It is not yet known whether
combination chemotherapy or combination chemotherapy plus
temsirolimus is more effective in treating patients with intermediaterisk rhabdomyosarcoma.

CNS

ACNS1422

This phase II trial studies how well reduced doses of radiation
therapy to the brain and spine (craniospinal) and chemotherapy work
in treating patients with newly diagnosed type of brain tumor called
Reduced Craniospinal Radiation WNT)/Wingless (WNT)-driven medulloblastoma. Recent studies using
Therapy and Chemotherapy in chemotherapy and radiation therapy have been shown to be
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Treating Younger Patients With effective in treating patients with WNT-driven medulloblastoma.
w/NCT02724579?term=acns142
Newly Diagnosed WNT-Driven However, there is a concern about the late side effects of treatment, 2&rank=1
Medulloblastoma
such as learning difficulties, lower amounts of hormones, or other
problems in performing daily activities. Giving reduced craniospinal
radiation therapy and chemotherapy may kill tumor cells and may
also reduce the late side effects of treatment.

Veliparib, Radiation Therapy,
and Temozolomide in Treating
Participants With Newly
Diagnosed Malignant Glioma
Without H3 K27M or
BRAFV600E Mutations

This phase II trial studies how well veliparib, radiation therapy, and
temozolomide work in treating participants with newly diagnosed
malignant glioma without H3 K27M or BRAFV600E mutations.
Veliparib may stop the growth of tumor cells by blocking some of the
enzymes needed for cell growth. Radiation therapy uses high energy
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
x-rays to kill tumor cells and shrink tumors. Drugs used in
w/NCT03581292?term=acns172
chemotherapy, such as temozolomide, work in different ways to stop
1&rank=1
the growth of tumor cells, either by killing the cells, by stopping them
from dividing, or by stopping them from spreading. Giving veliparib,
radiation therapy, and temozolomide may work better in treating
participants with newly diagnosed malignant glioma without H3
K27M or BRAFV600E mutations.

ACNS1723

Dabrafenib Combined With
Trametinib After Radiation
Therapy in Treating Patients
With Newly-Diagnosed HighGrade Glioma

This phase II trial studies how well the combination of dabrafenib and
trametinib works after radiation therapy in children and young adults
with high grade glioma who have a genetic change called BRAF V600
mutation. Radiation therapy uses high energy rays to kill tumor cells
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
and reduce the size of tumors. Dabrafenib and trametinib may stop
w/NCT03919071?term=acns172
the growth of tumor cells by blocking BRAF and MEK, respectively,
3&draw=2&rank=1
which are enzymes that tumor cells need for their growth. Giving
dabrafenib with trametinib after radiation therapy may work better
than treatments used in the past in patients with newly-diagnosed
BRAF V600-mutant high-grade glioma.

ACNS1831

This phase III trial studies if selumetinib works just as well as the
A Study of the Drugs
standard treatment with carboplatin/vincristine (CV) for subjects
Selumetinib Versus
with NF1-associated low grade glioma (LGG), and to see if
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Carboplatin/Vincristine in
selumetinib is better than CV in improving vision in subjects with LGG w/NCT03871257?term=ACNS18
Patients With Neurofibromatosis of the optic pathway (vision nerves). Selumetinib is a drug that works 31&draw=2&rank=1
and Low-Grade Glioma
by blocking some enzymes that low-grade glioma tumor cells need
for their growth. This results in killing tumor cells.

ACNS1721

ACNS1833

This phase 3 trial compares the effect of selumetinib versus the
standard of care treatment with carboplatin and vincristine (CV) in
treating patients with newly diagnosed or previously untreated lowgrade glioma (LGG) that does not have a genetic abnormality called
A Study of the Drugs
BRAFV600E mutation and is not associated with systemic
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Selumetinib vs. Carboplatin and neurofibromatosis type 1. Selumetinib works by blocking some of the
w/NCT04166409?term=ACNS18
Vincristine in Patients With Low- enzymes needed for cell growth and may kill tumor cells. Carboplatin
33&draw=2&rank=1
Grade Glioma
and vincristine are chemotherapy drugs that work in different ways
to stop the growth of tumor cells, either by killing the cells or by
stopping them from dividing. The overall goal of this study is to see if
selumetinib works just as well as the standard treatment of CV for
patients with LGG.

ACNS1931

This phase III trial investigates the best dose of vinblastine in
combination with selumetinib and the benefit of adding vinblastine
to selumetinib compared to selumetinib alone in treating children
and young adults with low-grade glioma (a common type of brain
cancer) that has come back after prior treatment (recurrent) or does https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
not respond to therapy (progressive). Selumetinib is a drug that
w/NCT04576117?term=acns193
works by blocking a protein that lets tumor cells grow without
1&draw=2&rank=1
stopping. Vinblastine blocks cell growth by stopping cell division and
may kill cancer cells. Giving selumetinib in combination with
vinblastine may work better than selumetinib alone in treating
recurrent or progressive low-grade glioma.

A Study to Compare Treatment
With the Drug Selumetinib
Alone Versus Selumetinib and
Vinblastine in Patients With
Recurrent or Progressive LowGrade Glioma

RENAL
This research trial studies kidney tumors in younger patients.
Collecting and storing samples of tumor tissue, blood, and urine from https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
patients with cancer to study in the laboratory may help doctors
w/NCT00898365?term=AREN03
learn more about changes that occur in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) B2&draw=2&rank=1
and identify biomarkers related to cancer.

AREN03B2

Study of Kidney Tumors in
Younger Patients

AREN1921

This phase II trial studies how well combination chemotherapy works
in treating patients with newly diagnosed stage II-IV diffuse
anaplastic Wilms tumors (DAWT) or favorable histology Wilms
A Study of Combination
tumors (FHWT) that have come back (relapsed).This trial may help
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Chemotherapy for Patients With doctors find out what effects, good and/or bad, regimen UH-3 has on
w/NCT04322318?term=aren19
Newly Diagnosed DAWT and
patients with newly diagnosed DAWT and standard risk relapsed
21&draw=2&rank=1
Relapsed FHWT
FHWT (those treated with only 2 drugs for the initial WT) and
regimen ICE/Cyclo/Topo has on patients with high and very high risk
relapsed FHWT (those treated with 3 or more drugs for the initial
WT).

GERM CELL TUMORS
This partially randomized phase III trial studies how well active
surveillance, bleomycin, carboplatin, etoposide, or cisplatin work in
treating pediatric and adult patients with germ cell tumors. Active
surveillance may help doctors to monitor subjects with low risk germ https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
cell tumors after their tumor is removed. Drugs used in
w/NCT03067181?term=AGCT15
chemotherapy, such as bleomycin, carboplatin, etoposide, and
31&rank=1
cisplatin, work in different ways to stop the growth of tumor cells,
either by killing the cells, by stopping them from dividing, or by
stopping them from spreading.

AGCT1531

Active Surveillance, Bleomycin,
Carboplatin, Etoposide, or
Cisplatin in Treating Pediatric
and Adult Patients With Germ
Cell Tumors

AGCT1532

Bleomycin, Etoposide, Cisplatin (BEP) administered 3-weekly x 4
remains standard 1st line chemotherapy for intermediate- and poorAccelerated v's Standard BEP
risk metastatic germ cell tumours (GCTs). Cure rates are over 90% for
Chemotherapy for Patients With good-risk disease, 85% with intermediate-risk, and about 70% for
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Intermediate and Poor-risk
poor-risk disease. Previous strategies to improve first-line
w/NCT02582697?term=ANZUP+
Metastatic Germ Cell Tumours chemotherapy have failed to improve cure rates and were more toxic 1302&draw=2&rank=1
(P3BEP)
than BEP. New strategies are needed for patients with intermediate
and poor-risk disease. BEP is accelerated by cycling Cisplatin and
etoposide 2-weekly instead of 3-weekly.

LIVER

AHEP1531

This partially randomized phase II/III trial studies how well cisplatin
and combination chemotherapy works in treating children and young
Cisplatin and Combination
adults with hepatoblastoma or liver cancer after surgery. Drugs used
Chemotherapy in Treating
in chemotherapy, such as cisplatin, doxorubicin, fluorouracil,
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Children and Young Adults With vincristine sulfate, carboplatin, etoposide, irinotecan, sorafenib,
w/NCT03533582?term=ahep15
Hepatoblastoma or Liver Cancer gemcitabine and oxaliplatin, work in different ways to stop the
31&rank=1
After Surgery
growth of tumor cells, either by killing the cells, by stopping them
from dividing, or by stopping them from spreading. Giving
combination chemotherapy after surgery may kill more tumor cells.

CANCER CONTROL
This clinical trial is studying neuropsychological and behavioral
testing in young patients with cancer. Collecting information over
time from a series of tests may help doctors develop effective tests
to measure neuropsychological and behavioral function in young
patients with cancer.

ALTE07C1

Neuropsychological, Social,
Emotional, and Behavioral
Outcomes in Children With
Cancer

APEC14B1

This research trial studies the Project: Every Child for younger
patients with cancer. Gathering health information over time from
Project: Every Child for Younger Patients With Cancer
younger patients with cancer may help doctors find better methods
of treatment and on-going care.

http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
w/NCT00772200?term=ALTE07
C1&rank=1

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
w/NCT02402244?term=apec14
b1&rank=1

DCP-001

Use of a Clinical Trial Screening
Tool to Address Cancer Health
Disparities in the NCI
Community
Research Program (NCORP)

Cancer Care Delivery in
ACCL16N1C Adolescent and Young Adult
D
Patients With Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia

An important aspect of conducting clinical research is to enhance
enrollment so that trial accrual more accurately reflects the broader
population that will/may ultimately benefit from the trial results and
to collect information from patients that will inform future research
questions and better trial development/structure. Implementation of
a patient clinical trials screening tool will provide data to enhance
patient enrollment to clinical trials, including minority and
NA
underrepresented populations. The NCORP Clinical Trials Screening
Tool will also provide a unique opportunity to collect expanded
demographic and clinical data to increase our understanding of who
is or is not enrolled in NCI sponsored trials and address research
questions related to disparities in cancer care and cancer care
delivery.
This research trial studies cancer care delivery in adolescent and
young adult patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia. Surveying
institutions, evaluating delivery of care at the patient level and
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
seeking input from healthcare providers may help doctors increase w/NCT03204916?term=accl16N
rates of adherence to National Comprehensive Cancer Network
1cd&draw=2&rank=1
(NCCN) treatment guidelines. It may also improve care for adolescent
and young adult patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia.

SICKLE CELL

Novartis
SOLACE

The purpose of the Phase 2 CSEG101B2201 study is to confirm and to
establish appropriate dosing and to evaluate the safety in pediatric
patients ages 6 months to <18 years with a history of VOC with or
Study of Dose Confirmation and
without HU/HC, receiving crizanlizumab for 2 years. The efficacy and https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/sho
Safety of Crizanlizumab in
safety of crizanlizumab was already demonstrated in adults with
w/NCT03474965?term=CSEG10
Pediatric Sickle Cell Disease
sickle cell disease. The approach is to extrapolate from the
1B2201&draw=2&rank=1
Patients
PK/pharmacodynamics (PD) already established in the adult
population. The study is designed as a Phase II, multicenter, openlabel study.

